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COMMENTARY ON COMMUNITY ISSUES

President, Bowen Island Chamber of Commerce
some hope that the murals [on the wall] in the Cove will be replaced with
new artwork. The arts council and the chamber have met several times
and the municipality has given $2000 towards that project. Our problem is
we have not taken a decision about what we are going to do with the Cove.
Because we haven’t made a decision, we don’t want to put anymore money
in because we’ll just dig it up—just a way to say we won’t do any more.
BITE: There are a lot of weeds and untended areas in front of many businesses in the
Cove. Some signs are difficult to read there is so much mildew. Any chance of
a campaign to get businesses on Bowen to spruce up their premises?
DH: Businesses need to… some of the signs are disgusting. We have a list of
everywhere that needs to be improved a little bit and we are going around
and asking, people to do it and leaning on people a bit to do it.
BITE: There are approximately 445 people on Bowen who work out of their
home according to StatsCan. Is there something the chamber can offer
these SOHO (small office home office) workers.
DH: Off the top of my head, not easily at present… there may be value in our
insurance programs. We are open to ideas. The chamber is small and its
member businesses are small and the focus has been on tourism. It needs
to be more balanced in its outlook.
BITE: There are lots of spin-off benefits of tourism. It’s a big circle. The money
circulates throughout the community.
DH: That’s true but the businesses who are not directly involved in tourism
need to feel they are being nurtured. We are in the process of doing a
survey of members
BITE: As president of the chamber for the last two years, I tried unsuccessfully to
build some energy around an economic development plan. What priority
do you think it should have at council?
DH: I am quite happy with the priority Council has given it as the first point
the mission statement. I would just like them to do something about it.
We spend far too long talking about things and not putting shovels in the
ground or doing anything.
BITE: I know you are also on the board of the Bowen Community Housing
Association .The average rent on Bowen is higher than in Metro Vancouver,
the City of Vancouver, or the District of Vancouver. 51% of renters on Bowen
pay more than 30% of their income for housing and rents have been increasing
on the average of 2.4% annually (twice the rate of mortgage payments). The
number of dwellings in the rental pool has decreased by 2% since 2001 while
the number of owner occupied dwellings has increased 23%. How do these
statistics affect business on Bowen?
DH: They affect business on Bowen at all levels. It accounts for the lack of staff
and high rents. I have no reason to doubt those figures at all. We appear to
feel we have solved the affordable housing problem because we passed a
policy two years ago, so the problem’s gone now. I am confident that, given
the land, business could find a way of doing building affordable housing.
BITE: Do you think affordable housing has to be in the Cove?
DH: I see no reason why affordable housing has to be in the Cove. I think it
would be much better if it was discretely scattered around the whole island.
Affordable housing isn’t just for the worker but for the single mum and
couples who have split up who want to stay in an area of the island where
their kids are close to their friends. It’s just that there is a feeling its going
to rowdy. It’s just snobbishness. Everyone on Council owns their own
home and none of them work on the island. They don’t understand. All the
empathy in the world’s there; there is just no action. And it’s true everywhere.
Look at the Civic Facilities—absolutely appalling mismanagement. It has
raised people’s expectations beyond what the island can accomplish.
BITE: Any closing remarks?
DH: I see Bowen Island has a split personality, that’s not the right word but…
it talks and never does. A village no one lives in. A third of our work force
goes to work on the ferry. We have so many grandiose ideas that we spend
forever talking around but never do anything about. I would love to see
Bowen have its aspirations and actions back in harmony.
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An interview with Daniel Heald
BITE: You became the President of Chamber in February
of this year. What have been you greatest challenges
to date?
DH: Getting the community interested in the Chamber
and finding a direction so that it is of value not just
to the members, but to the community and the
municipality as well
BITE: The president usually holds office for 2 years. What
do you hope to accomplish in that time?
DH: I would be pleased just to move significantly towards
answering that challenge.
BITE: I understand the Info Centre will be closed by the time
this is published. The reason is purely financial. What
do you think the impact will be on Bowen businesses?
DH: The main part of the summer season is gone so I
don’t think the impact will be too high at least I
would like to think it won’t be too high. It will mean
the library and most of the businesses in the Cove
will be answering questions—and Artisan Square
will get no one directed to them at all.
BITE: What do you think the impact will be on the
momentum the chamber has created around tourism?
DH: I don’t think it will have a significant impact. It
will make a dent in momentum of course, but
again the main summer season is gone. The
people who will suffer are those who benefit
from visitors making enquiries about bed and
breakfasts and what’s going on.
BITE: What solutions do you see to funding an Info
Centre? Other communities look at it as economic
development.
DH: I see the info centre as a community services and I
see it is for the municipality to establish what they
wish that service to be on Bowen Island, and then
they need to fund it in concert with other levels of
government. They have it in their power to make
that happen without it costing more money. Even
though we are close to the mainland we really
should have an economic development officer.
It’s just laughable that we don’t. The amount of
money other communities give to their visitor
centres is way higher.
BITE: How would you characterize business on Bowen?
DH: I think with the odd exception it is fundamentally
survival mode People are in business because they
wish to stay on the island and that is a way to do it.
In some cases it’s just replacement income.
BITE: There has been a lot of talk about rejuvenating the
Cove. Some see this as the responsibility of the chamber
and the Cove merchants. Where does the municipality
leave off and the private sector pick up the baton?
DH: The largest property owner in the Cove is probably the
municipality. It’s a joint thing. The impetus for doing
something is with the council. Business has knocked
their head against this for too long and they’ve have
been able to get nowhere. Just to keep ourselves
tidy we need more litter bins; we need businesses
to clean up their own personal things like signs and
doors; we need Council to give some funds towards
someone like the Garden Club to pay for plants to
make it a little prettier—daffodils, rhododendrons.
Volunteer labour with the capital costs covered by the
municipality could accomplish a lot. Council just has
to put seed capital in to get private business working
with them. There’s nothing wrong with private and
public together. They hold the purse strings. Business
does not hold enough money to do anything. There’s
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At the Table Report on municipal affairs

active aging week

by Tim Rhodes

T

hursday, September 3, 2009 –
CRC Public Meeting with the
Approving Officer. This meeting
was convened to give the public an
opportunity to comment on the Cape
Roger Curtis subdivision application.
In his introduction, Approving Officer
Hendrik Slegtenhorst commented that
neither he nor members of the audience
would be engaging in debate. He also
asked that speakers limit themselves to
issues specifically around the subdivision

application and advised them that he
had read all of the submissions made to
former CAO Bryan Kirk and there was no
need to cover old ground. With a couple
of exceptions, Slegtenhorst was successful
in keeping the speakers on topic.
Everyone in the room wanted the same
thing—a significant park at the Cape—
but not surprisingly the presentations
reflected two different approaches:
Those who supported approval of

september 21 - 27

the subdivision application as a
demonstration of good faith that might
encourage the applicant to develop
another comprehensive plan, and those
who asked that the subdivision be
rejected in order to force the applicant
back to the table. None of the speakers
brought anything of significance to
the discussion that would not be
familiar to those who have followed
the Cape Roger Curtis issue, nor did
(cont'd pg. 11)
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Off The Cuff: Belterra or Belcarra? Where is Bowen headed?
tatistics can be interpreted in many
ways, but looking at Bowen Island in
relation to the 22 other MetroVancouver
communities (see “How Bowen Island
stats up” – pg. 12) it is clear to me
that, although we profess to support
and promote many of the sensibilities
contained in the Belterra1 concept (a
cohousing proposal), our actions—or
lack thereof—appear to be moving
towards creating the next Belcarra2 (a
wealthy exclusive bedroom community).
Bowen Island is at a crossroads. Given
our history, this OCP Update may direct

become increasingly unaffordable;
precludes most young families from
moving here and makes it difficult for
young families to stay; drives away some
who dream of something as simple as a
market garden, and in large part ignores
the needs of adolescents and young
adults. Is it any wonder we are among
the fastest aging communities in Metro?
One need only to look at the letters in
this issue (pg. 2) to see how far behind
we have fallen in fifteen years: “Lopez
Island (about 2500 people with fewer
in the winter) has four affordable

and the pressure they have put on our
real estate; however, it is telling that in
little more than a decade, our status has
changed from one of the more affordable
places in Metro to one of the least.
So depending on what we value, the
updates to the OCP will have to be
incisive and insightful—or not.
1

Belterra is a cohousing proposal for
Bowen (belterracohousing.ca): “Some
people call [cohousing] a return to the
best of small-town communities, while
futurists call them an altogether new
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our development for the next decade
or more. (The previous OCP held
sway for almost 15 years and is largely
responsible for the state we are in today.)
Despite all our chest beating about the
importance of community and diversity,
we are increasingly becoming a wealthy
white community of empty nesters that
offers diminishing opportunities for the
underclasses to participate. Our soaring
real estate prices create exclusivity to
the extent that they threaten to uproot
long term residents who are land
rich but lack personal wealth as taxes

housing developments, “a community
center, community gardens and a
farmers’ market, a just completed
senior's centre (market small homes
with group facilities and some assisted
living capacity), and is fundraising
for a swimming pool.” Another
letter demonstrates our inability to
accommodate what would seem to be
the most common of desires—affordable
acreage for a small garden market farm.
To be fair, we do get to share some of the
blame with our mainland neighbours

>$1500

response to the social, environmental, and
economic challenges of the 21st century…
[Cohousing] describes neighbourhoods
that combine the autonomy of private
dwellings with the advantages of shared
resources and community living.... It's
about living in a way that's responsive to
a world that has changed dramatically
in the last fifty years—a world in which
home life has changed, women are
integral in the labour force, resource
limitations and environmental concerns
are on the rise, and many people feel
over extended. Cohousing is a place
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A bi-weekly editorial
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where people know their neighbours, a
place where they can enjoy a rich sense
of community and contribute to a more
sustainable world.”
2

Village of Belcarra Community Profile
website (www.belcarra.ca): “The current
population is 700, and has been growing
steadily at a rate of about 4.5 percent
per year since 1976. The population
is expected to peak at approximately
800. Belcarra's residential development
pattern roughly parallels its two main
arterial roads: Bedwell Bay Road and
Belcarra Bay Road (see road map). Most
of this development is oriented to the
water and mountain views and natural
setting characteristic of the area, and the
majority of dwellings are single family
units. The prices of these dwellings are at
the higher end of the Metro Vancouver
residential market and reflect the
spectacular setting and rural nature of
the community. Belcarra is a friendly
and cooperative community whose
household incomes are amongst the
highest of any municipality in the Metro
Vancouver region.”

